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This new edition of A Companion to Contemporary Political Philosophy has been extended
significantly to include 55 chapters across two volumes written by some of today's most distinguished
scholars. New contributors include some of today’s most distinguished scholars, among them Thomas
Pogge, Charles Beitz, and Michael Doyle Provides in-depth coverage of contemporary philosophical
debate in all major related disciplines, such as economics, history, law, political science, international
relations and sociology Presents analysis of key political ideologies, including new chapters on
Cosmopolitanism and Fundamentalism Includes detailed discussions of major concepts in political
philosophy, including virtue, power, human rights, and just war What is political philosophy? A
philosophical study of political ideas such as authority, freedom, justice and democracy? An inquiry
into the best form of government? An attempt to rationally justify forms of authority? Johanna Oksana
asks exactly these questions as she opens this brilliant new guide to political philosophy. Rather than
attempting to provide the reader with a definite answer, the book invites readers to recognize many of
the issues encountered in everyday life as political, the outcome of human practices that incorporate
power relations, social norms and obligations. It suggests that political philosophy should be
understood as an open-ended, critical project that to some extent concerns everyone. The book
employs an original structure which will be a huge help to both students and general readers seeking to
understand the topic. Each chapter, which moves chronologically from antiquity to the twentieth
century, focuses on selected classic texts in political philosophy, which are briefly introduced and
analysed. The texts then function as a springboard for a discussion of central contemporary issues in



political philosophy. This book offers a comprehensive overview of the key concepts and issues of
contemporary political philosophy, providing an essential reference work for scholars and advanced
students. It is structured in three parts, covering methodological issues; tools and argumentative
strategies employed by political philosophy; and concepts and topics key to the discipline. Expert
authors from around the world have written twenty chapters in a consistent and engaging style. Each
chapter is thoroughly cross-referenced allowing students to appreciate how methodological issues
relate to each other, and how methodology and argumentative tools affect the way substantial issues
are addressed. The chapters are supplemented by further reading lists and selected bibliographies to aid
further research. The companion will be required reading for masters and post-doctoral students,
providing them with the appropriate tools for approaching political philosophy in a more thoughtful
way, and showing how substantive topics are addressed within different perspectives and paradigms.
The companion also provides upper-level undergraduates with a sophisticated introduction to the
relevant problems and challenges political philosophy addresses. Providing a comprehensive
introduction to political philosophy, this book offers a broad-ranging discussion, challenging readers to
think critically about political arguments and institutions that they might otherwise take for granted. It
will be a provocative text for any student of philosophy or political science. DIV Who ought to
govern? Why should I obey the law? How should conflict be controlled? What is the proper education
for a citizen and a statesman? These questions probe some of the deepest and most enduring problems
that every society confronts, regardless of time and place. Today we ask the same crucial questions
about law, authority, justice, and freedom that Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau,
and Tocqueville faced in previous centuries. In this lively and enlightening book, Professor Steven B.
Smith introduces the wide terrain of political philosophy through the classic texts of the discipline.



Works by the greatest thinkers illuminate the permanent problems of political life, Smith shows, and
while we may not accept all their conclusions, it would be a mistake to overlook the relevance of their
insights. /div Political philosophy is not a well-defined field. It hovers between political theory and
classical philosophy. Few early political thinkers could have anticipated the most pressing political
issues of our time: the need to stop global warming; the reduction of nuclear armaments; the rise of
inequality between individuals and nations; and the struggle against authoritarianism, particularly
when it comes disguised as democracy or as socialism. Here, celebrated philosopher Mario Bunge
masterfully integrates socio-political theory into a philosophical exploration of power and resource
distribution in the world today. Bunge contends that even recent political thinkers have generally failed
to address the political underpinnings of topical issues. Environmental degradation, gender and race
discriminations, participative democracy, nationalism, imperialism, the North-South divide, resource
wars, and the industrial-military complex have all largely been bypassed in political thinking. Even
connections between poverty and environmental degradation, and between inequality and bad health,
have escaped the attention of those who would call themselves political thinkers. Bunge believes that
political philosophers should pay more attention to social indicators, such as the standard index of
income inequality and the United Nations human development index. It is pointless to write about
redistributive policies unless we have a shared understanding of current wealth distribution. This is, in
short, a modern treatise on sociopolitical concerns. Excerpt from An Introduction to Political
Philosophy Political philosophy cannot be learnt from text-books. If it be true - "That nature always
does contrive That every boy and every gal That's born into the world alive Is either a little Liberal, Or
else a little Conservative," then the most interesting problems of political philosophy must remain
matters of controversy. It is perhaps for this reason that students are generally asked to approach the



subject by way of the study of the writings of certain political philosophers that are generally regarded
as classical. Or it may be because, as Aristotle said - "It would probably be right to suppose that not
only these but all other political discoveries have been made repeatedly, or rather an infinite number of
times in the lapse of ages... It is our duty then while we avail ourselves adequately of the discoveries of
the past, to endeavour to fill up the deficiencies that remain" (Politics, Bk. IV. chap. 10). About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original,
such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works. In this book Wolff looks at the works of Plato, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Mill, Marx and Rawls and examines how the debates between these philosophers have
developed. First published in 1953, this seminal introduction to political philosophy is intended for
both the student of political theory and for the general reader. After an introduction which explains the
nature and purpose of philosophy, Dr Murray provides a critical examination of the principle theories
advanced by political philosophers from Plato to Marx, paying special attention to contemporary
issues. The book also makes an attempt to define the essential issues of philosophical significance in
contemporary politics, with special reference to the conflict between political authority and individual
rights, and to show how the different moral assumptions underlying authoritarian and democratic
systems of government are ultimately based upon different theories of logic. Is government justified?
This perennial question is central to political philosophy and has never been more alive than at the



present time, in the midst of continuing political and social upheaval worldwide. This collection of
new essays by thirteen philosophers addresses questions of political authority in light of recent work in
political theory. Whether supporters or critics of the state, the authors make their arguments using up-
to-date analytical tools, such as game and decision theory, and the hindsight provided by modern
history. For and Against the State will be an important collection for students of philosophy, politics,
economics, and history. "All political action has . . . in itself a directedness towards knowledge of the
good: of the good life, or of the good society. For the good society is the complete political good. If
this directedness becomes explicit, if men make it their explicit goal to acquire knowledge of the good
life and of the good society, political philosophy emerges. . . . The theme of political philosophy is
mankind's great objectives, freedom and government or empire—objectives which are capable of
lifting all men beyond their poor selves. Political philosophy is that branch of philosophy which is
closest to political life, to non-philosophic life, to human life."—From "What Is Political Philosophy?"
What Is Political Philosophy?—a collection of ten essays and lectures and sixteen book reviews
written between 1943 and 1957—contains some of Leo Strauss's most famous writings and some of
his most explicit statements of the themes that made him famous. The title essay records Strauss's sole
extended articulation of the meaning of political philosophy itself. Other essays discuss the relation of
political philosophy to history, give an account of the political philosophy of the non-Christian Middle
Ages and of classic European modernity, and present his theory of esoteric writing. This book by
Richard G. Stevens is a comprehensive introduction to the nature of political philosophy. It offers
definitions of philosophy and politics, showing the tension between the two and the origin of political
philosophy as a means of resolution of that tension. Plato and Aristotle are examined in order to see
the search for the best political order. Inquiry is then made into political philosophy's new tension



brought about by the growth of revealed religion in the Middle Ages. It then examines the changes
introduced by modernity and gives an overview of postmodern political thought. The book covers the
most influential philosophers and directs readers to the classics of political philosophy, guiding them
in studying them. It is an approachable introduction to a complex subject, not just a history of it. It is a
point of entry into the subject for students and for others as well. In 100 essays, scholars from
throughout the world introduce and analyze ancient, modern, and contemporary philosophers and
philosophies. The first section explains 40 major western and non- western philosophies that underlie
the major political theories. The second provides intellectual and biographical information on 26
philosophers and some of the schools surrounding them, such as Hobbesian and Machiavellian
thought. The third explores philosophical ideas such as anarchy, women and democracy, and war and
civil conflict. Each article provides a bibliography and identifies related entries. c. Book News Inc.
Explore the fundamental ideas and theories that shape political philosophy with this accessible
introduction. Farrell's clear and concise writing style make this book an ideal starting point for students
and anyone seeking to broaden their understanding of politics and political theory. This work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the "public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant. A reissue of the 1975 edition of Strauss' views
regarding the nature of political philosophy. The revised and updated edition of Goodin and Pettit’s



highly-acclaimed contemporary political philosophy anthology, bringing together the field’s most
important readings in a single volume Unparalleled in the breadth and scope of its coverage, this
newly-revised third edition traces the evolution of political philosophy as a contemporary practice, and
raises important questions about the impact of current political events. Fully updated to include 49
contemporary and classic selections from the most distinguished scholars in political philosophy
Offers expanded coverage of international affairs and political oppression Includes essays which
represent a diversity of political and ideological positions, and features interdisciplinary voices in
politics, law, and economics Edited by two of the field’s most highly-respected scholars The ideal
collection of primary readings to accompany the Companion to Contemporary Political Philosophy,
Second Edition (Wiley Blackwell, 2012) for coursework in political philosophy Most political debate
is superficial. Just turn on cable news. Philosophy is for people who want to understand the deep
questions. The goal of political philosophy is to determine the standards by which we judge different
institutions good or bad, just or unjust. Some people might think they don’t have much need of
political philosophy: “Who cares about wishy-washy obtuse notions of justice? I’m a pragmatist. I just
want to know what works.” But this isn’t a way of avoiding political philosophy; it’s a way of being
dogmatic about it. Before we can just do “what works,” we have to know what counts as working. This
book serves as an introduction to some of the major theories of justice, to the arguments philosophers
have made for and against these theories, and, ultimately, to how to be more thoughtful and rigorous in
your own thinking. Bringing political philosophy out of the ivory tower and within the reach of all, this
book provides us with the tools to cut through the complexity of modern politics. Politics is hugely
complex. Some try to reduce its complexity by examining it through an ideological worldview, a one-
size-fits-all prescriptive formula or a quantitative examination of as many 'facts' as possible. Yet



politics cannot be adequately handled as if it were made of cells and particles: ideological views are
oversimplifying and sometimes dangerous. Politics is not simply a moral matter, nor political
philosophy a subdivision of moral philosophy. This book is devised as a basic conceptual lexicon for
all those who want to understand what politics is, how it works and how it changes or fails to change.
Key concepts such as power, conflict, legitimacy and order are clearly defined and their interplay in
the state, interstate and global level explored. Principles such as liberty, equality, justice and solidarity
are discussed in the context of the political choices confronting us. This compact and systematic
introduction to the categories needed to grasp the fundamentals of politics will appeal to readers who
want to gain a firmer grasp on the workings of politics, as well as to scholars and students of
philosophy, political science and history. We are currently witnessing an increasingly influential
counterrevolution in political theory, evident in the dialectical return to classical political science
pioneered most prominently by Leo Strauss and Eric Voegelin. In this context, the work of the
relatively unknown Aurel Kolnai is of great importance. Kolnai was one of the greatest thinkers of the
twentieth century to place the restoration of common-sense evaluation and philosophical realism at the
center of his philosophical and political itinerary. In this volume, Daniel J. Mahoney presents Kolnai's
major writings in political philosophy, writings that explore - in ways that are diverse but
complementary - Kolnai's critique of progressive or egalitarian democracy. The title essay contains
Kolnai's fullest account of the limits of liberty understood as emancipation from traditional, natural, or
divine restraints. 'The Utopian Mind, ' a pr, cis of Kolnai's critique of utopianism in a posthumous
book of the same title, appears here for the first time. 'Conservative and Revolutionary Ethos, ' Kolnai's
remarkable 1972 essay comparing conservative and revolutionary approaches to political life, appears
for the first time in English translation. The volume also includes a critically sympathetic evaluation of



Michael Oakeshott's Rationalism in Politics and an incisive criticism of Jacques Maritain's efforts to
synthesize Christian orthodoxy and progressive politics. Privilege and Liberty and Other Essays in
Political Philosophy is a searching critique of political utopianism, as well as a pathbreaking
articulation of conservative constitutionalism as the true support for human liberty properly
understood. It is a major contribution to Christian and conservative political reflection in our ti
Philosophy underpins political concepts, ideals and debates. The extent and nature of our rights,
liberties and responsibilities, the role of the state and the best means of its governance are all questions
to have been addressed by great philosophers throughout history - and questions students of political
philosophy must engage with. An Introduction to Political Philosophy offers a thorough, lucid and
stimulating account of the central theories and ideas encountered in political philosophy. The text is
thematically structured, covering the discipline's principal ideologies: Statism; Realism; Liberalism;
Conservatism; Socialism; Anarchism; and Environmentalism. It also offers a brief history of political
philosophy and the major political philosophers, including Plato, Aristotle, Locke, Rousseau, Hobbes,
Marx and Rawls, and, valuably, concludes with a look at 'applied' political philosophy, relating the
discipline to contemporary political situations and questions. This fascinating book offers a critical
overview of one of the central concepts in philosophy, encountered by virtually every student of the
subject. First published in 1948, The State and the Citizen traces the development of the idea of the
State as the ultimate source of authority. The author then proceeds to suggest the proper ends and
limitation of State action. He analyses the conceptions of State unity and corporate loyalty and ends
with a discussion on the relations between States and other associations, and between one State and
another. This short and lucid introduction to political philosophy is an essential read for students and
scholars of political philosophy, philosophy, and political studies. A primer on the bedrock principles



of politics from “Harvard’s most controversial conservative professor” and the author of Democracy in
America (Boston magazine). Behind the daily headlines on presidential races and local elections is the
theory of the polity—or what the end of our politics should be. Harvard’s Harvey C. Mansfield, one of
America’s leading political theorists, explains why our quest for the good life must address the type of
government we seek to uphold. He directs our gaze to the thinkers and philosophies and classic works
that have proved most influential throughout the ages. A new understanding of political philosophy
from one of its leading thinkers What is political philosophy? What are its fundamental problems? And
how should it be distinguished from moral philosophy? In this book, Charles Larmore redefines the
distinctive aims of political philosophy, reformulating in this light the basis of a liberal understanding
of politics. Because political life is characterized by deep and enduring conflict between rival interests
and differing moral ideals, the core problems of political philosophy are the regulation of conflict and
the conditions under which the members of society may thus be made subject to political authority. We
cannot assume that reason will lead to unanimity about these matters because individuals hold different
moral convictions. Larmore therefore analyzes the concept of reasonable disagreement and
investigates the ways we can adjudicate conflicts among people who reasonably disagree about the
nature of the human good and the proper basis of political society. Challenging both the classical
liberalism of Locke, Kant, and Mill, and more recent theories of political realism proposed by Bernard
Williams and others, Larmore argues for a version of political liberalism that is centered on political
legitimacy rather than on social justice, and that aims to be well suited to our times rather than
universally valid. Forceful and thorough yet concise, What Is Political Philosophy? proposes a new
definition of political philosophy and demonstrates the profound implications of that definition. The
result is a compelling and distinctive intervention from a major political philosopher. Politicians



invoke grand ideas: social justice, democracy, community, liberty, equality. But what do these ideas
really mean? How can politicians across the political spectrum appeal to the same values? This fourth
edition of Adam Swift's highly readable introduction to political philosophy answers these important
questions, and includes new material on issues such as nationalism, immigration and multiculturalism,
as well as updated guides to further reading. This lively and accessible book is ideal for students, but it
also brings the insights of the world's leading political philosophers to a wide general audience. Using
plenty of examples, it equips readers to think for themselves about the ideas that shape political life.
Democracy works best when both politicians and voters move beyond rhetoric to think clearly and
carefully about the values and principles that should govern their society. But clear thinking is difficult
in an age when established orthodoxies have fallen by the wayside and political debate is becoming
increasingly tribal and raucous. Bringing political philosophy out of the ivory tower and within the
reach of all, this book provides us with tools to cut through the complexities and penetrate the
smokescreens of modern politics. In so doing, it makes a valuable contribution to the democratic
process and this new edition will continue to be essential reading for students of political philosophy
and theory. This book is designed as an introduction to the major thinkers in political philosophy. This
is a representation of a wide range of philosophers from Plato to Nietzsche. Although it acquaints the
reader with some of the key controversies in interpreting each thinker and the socio-cultural context in
which they wrote, this book focuses on the arguments developed in each of their key works.
Discussing the intellectual, cultural, and social context for each philosopher, this book is a collection
of works which comprise the foundation of modern political philosophy. This book introduces readers
to the concepts of political philosophy. It starts by explaining why the subject is important and how it
tackles basic ethical questions such as 'how should we live together in society?' It looks at political



authority, the reasons why we need politics at all, the limitations of politics, and whether there are
areas of life that shouldn't be governed by politics. It explores the connections between political
authority and justice, a constant theme in political philosophy, and the ways in which social justice can
be used to regulate rather than destroy a market economy. David Miller discusses why nations are the
natural units of government and whether the rise of multiculturalism and transnational co-operation
will change this: will we ever see the formation of a world government? ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable. This second edition of Arguing About Political Philosophy is
the most complete, up-to-date, and interdisciplinary anthology of its kind. Its selections cover both
classic philosophical sources such as Hobbes and Rousseau, and contemporary figures such as Robert
Nozick and G.A. Cohen. But additional excerpts from economists, psychologists, novelists, and legal
theorists help students from diverse intellectual backgrounds to connect with and appreciate the
problems and distinctive methodology of political philosophy. This second edition also goes beyond
any other anthology on the market in its coverage of traditionally under-represented views such as
libertarianism, neo-socialism, feminism, and critical race theory. And it is one of the only anthologies
to go beyond A Theory of Justice in its coverage of the political thought of John Rawls. The volume is
divided into 3 parts - Foundational Concepts; Government, the Economy and Morality; and Applied
Political Philosophy - covering core arguments and emerging debates in topics like: social contract
theory political economy property rights freedom equality immigration global distributive justice The
new companion website offers valuable resources for instructors and students alike, including sample



quizzes, exams, and writing assignments, extensive study questions for each reading, and an online
version of the "What's Your Political Philosophy" self-assessment. This critical study of the influential
political theorist dispels popular myths and reveals the inner logic of his varied and notoriously
complex writings. Political theorist Leo Strauss was unexpectedly thrust into the media spotlight for
his alleged influence on neoconservative politics. With The Truth about Leo Strauss, Michael and
Catherine Zuckert challenged the many claims and speculations about this complex thinker. Now, with
Leo Strauss and the Problem of Political Philosophy, they offer a more comprehensive interpretation
of Strauss’s thought, using the many manifestations of the “problem of political philosophy” as their
touchstone. Strauss, they argue, sought to restore political philosophy to its original Socratic form.
This is demonstrated through his critique of positivism and historicism, two intellectual currents that
undermined his Socratic project. The authors also explore Strauss’s interpretation of both ancient and
modern political philosophers, including Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli, and Locke. Finally, they
examine Strauss’s thought in the context of the twentieth century, when his chief interlocutors were
Schmitt, Husserl, Heidegger, and Nietzsche. Leo Strauss and the Problem of Political Philosophy is the
most in-depth treatment of this often misunderstood thinker, examining his ideas across his long
career. It reveals Strauss’s overall intellectual project: to decode how ancient and modern theory
attempted to solve the problem of political philosophy. And it shows why Strauss considered the
ancient solution both philosophically and politically superior. Designed for undergraduate students, a
historical survey of the most important political philosophers in the Western tradition. This volume
provides an unequaled introduction to the thought of chief contributors to the Western tradition of
political philosophy from classical Greek antiquity to the twentieth century. Written by specialists on
the various philosophers, this third edition has been expanded significantly to include both new and



revised essays. This unusual introduction to political philosophy draws on its history and main
theories_classic liberal, democratic, socialist, radical_with an eye to how each sees the place of the
individual in the political order. An updated, comprehensive, and thematic introduction to political
philosophy, enabling readers to reflect critically on a variety of political issues. From Greek antiquity
to the latest theories, this historical survey of political philosophy not only covers the major thinkers in
the field but also explores the theme of how political philosophy relates to the nature of man. It
illustrates how the great political thinkers have always grounded their political thought in what the
author terms a "normative anthropology," which typically has not only ethical but metaphysical and/or
theological components. Starting with the ancient Greek Sophists, author Michael J. White examines
how thinkers over the centuries have approached such political and philosophical concerns as justice,
morality, and human flourishing, offering substantial studies of--among others--Plato, Aristotle,
Cicero, Locke, Hobbes, Rousseau, Marx, and J. S. Mill. White highlights the impact of Christianity on
political philosophy, illustrating the diversity of that impact by studies of Augustine, Aquinas, and
Marsilius of Padua. Concluding with an in-depth analysis of John Rawls and contemporary liberal
political philosophy, this text blends insight and information in a refreshing and useful manner. A brief
Epilogue considers both the value and the limitations of political philosophy and its study.
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